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Abstract
In this paper I present an argument for a strictly derivational model of syntax
based on timing of operations. Empirical evidence comes from opaque interactions of elementary operations which show that internal Merge (IM) must
be split into two types: IM to intermediate landing sites and IM to final landing
sites. The split is motivated by the following observation: When both types of
IM are triggered by the same head H, they apply at different points in the derivation. This becomes visible once they interact with Agree: In some languages,
IM to final landing sites feeds/bleeds Agree initiated by H, whereas IM to intermediate landing sites has the opposite effect, i.e., it counter-feeds/counterbleeds Agree. This effect can be derived by ordering operation-inducing features on H: One type of IM applies before and the other after Agree. The
general implication is that Agree not only needs to be ordered with respect
to Merge; a more fine-grained approach is needed that distinguishes between
different types of (internal) Merge. Furthermore, reordering of the operationinducing features on H predicts a certain range of cross-linguistic variation.
Based on the attested variation, I argue for the need of extrinsic ordering.

1. Introduction
In this paper I present an argument for a strictly derivational model of syntax
based on the timing of elementary syntactic operations. The evidence comes
from opacity effects that show that internal Merge (IM) is not a uniform operation; rather, IM must be split into two types: (i) IM to intermediate landing
*
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sites, triggered by edge features, and (ii) IM to final landing sites in a movement chain, triggered by other features such as a wh-feature on C, the EPP on
T, etc. This split is empirically motivated by the observation that when both
types of IM are triggered by the same head H, they apply at different points
in the derivation. This effect becomes visible once they interact with Agree:
In some languages, IM to final landing sites feeds/bleeds Agree relations initiated by H, whereas IM to intermediate movement sites has exactly the opposite effect, i.e., it counter-feeds/counter-bleeds Agree. In the latter cases, the
interaction of IM and Agree is opaque. The term opacity characterizes rule interactions that are non-transparent: When looking at the output of an opaque
interaction, it is unclear (a) why a certain operation has not applied although
its context is given (counter-feeding) or (b) why an operation has applied although its context is not given (counter-bleeding), cf. Kiparsky (1976). The
cases at hand are opaque because internally merged XPs land in the same position SpecH (the Spec of the head H that triggered IM) whether IM is driven
by edge features (intermediate IM) or by other features (final IM). The output
structure is identical; nevertheless, the two types of IM have different consequences for Agree initiated by H, which is reflected in the presence or absence
of a morphological marker. The effect can be modeled by ordering operationinducing features on the triggering head H: edge feature-driven IM applies
after Agree and non-edge feature-driven IM applies before Agree initiated by
H. The consequence of this order is that the former type of IM applies too late
to change possible Agree relations (the DP that is to be internally merged is
still in its base position when Agree applies); the latter type of IM changes
structural relations before Agree applies and can thus feed or bleed Agree relations (depending on the input), because Agree is structure-sensitive. This
analysis of opacity effects crucially relies on timing of elementary operations
and thereby provides an argument for a strictly derivational syntax (cf. also
Řezač 2004, Heck and Müller 2007).
I will show that opacity effects with this abstract pattern can be found with
a number of functional heads in the clause on the basis of the phenomena
that follow: the anti-agreement effect in Berber, defective intervention in Romance and Icelandic, and possessor case/agreement in Hungarian. The analysis presupposes that intermediate movement steps are triggered by designated
features (edge features) that are different from the triggers of final movement
steps (contra Abels 2012).
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Furthermore, I will argue on the basis of cross-linguistic variation that not
all of the attested orderings of operation-inducing features on a head H are
predicted by principles of the grammar (contra Pullum 1979); in particular,
the Cyclic Principle (even in its strongest form as formulated in McCawley
1984, 1988) has nothing to say about orderings of operations that are triggered
by the same head. Extrinsic ordering (or: parochial ordering in Pullum’s 1979
terms) is thus necessary after all to account for the variation. Interestingly,
not all logically possible orderings of the triggers of the two IM types and
Agree seem to be attested for the phenomena examined in this paper. I suggest
an account of this asymmetry which is based on specificity-driven ordering
of operation-inducing features on a head. In addition, the variation found
with defective intervention effects provides evidence that wh-movement uses
SpecT as an intermediate landing site (for a recent defense of the opposite
view see Abels 2003, 2012 and references cited there).
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a short overview of the
types of rule interactions and the operations that interact in minimalist syntax.
Section 3 introduces the theoretical assumptions and illustrates the abstract
patterns of interactions that will be encountered in the data. Furthermore, it
is shown how the opacity is resolved under the given assumptions. Section
4 presents concrete instantiations of the abstract patterns on the basis of several phenomena and presents detailed derivations. Section 5 discusses consequences of the analysis and examines whether its predictions with respect to
cross-linguistic variation are borne out. Furthermore, the implications for the
extrinsic/intrinsic dichotomy are discussed. Finally, section 6 concludes.

2.

Rule Interaction in Grammar

This section introduces the four basic types of rule interactions: feeding, bleeding, counter-feeding and counter-bleeding. Furthermore, I present the syntactic primitives that can interact in Minimalism.
2.1.

Types of Rule Interactions

In early transformational grammar, the grammar consists of two core components: the base component which generates the underlying structure (deep
structure) of a linguistic expression, and a transformational component which
relates the underlying structure to the surface structure of a linguistic expres-
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sion (cf. Chomsky 1957, 1965 on syntax and Chomsky and Halle 1968 for application of this model to phonology). The transformational component consists
of a number of rules that apply to the underlying structure and map it onto another structure. Often, more than one rule applies to derive the surface structure of a linguistic expression from its deep structure. It has been observed
that in this case, the rules may interact in intricate ways: The application of a
rule R1 may facilitate or block the application of another rule R2 . The former
case is an instance of feeding, the latter is an instance of bleeding. Kiparsky
(1968, 1971, 1976) divided rule interactions into two types: transparent and
opaque interactions. Transparent interactions comprise feeding and bleeding;
opaque interactions comprise counter-feeding and counter-bleeding. These
terms are defined as follows (X ‘≻’ Y means that X applies before Y):
(1)

Transparent interactions:
a. Feeding:
(i) A rule R1 creates the context for the application of a rule R2 .
(ii) Example R1 : A → B ≻ R2 : B → C
b. Bleeding:
(i) A rule R1 destroys the context for the application of a rule
R2 .
(ii) Example R1 : A → B ≻ R2 : A → C

(2)

Opaque interactions:
a. Counter-feeding:
(i) A rule R1 creates the context for the application of a rule R2
and should thus feed R2 .
(ii) However, empirical evidence shows that R2 has not applied
although R1 has.
(iii) A rule has not applied although its context is given.
(iv) Example R2 : B → C ≻ R1 : A → B
b. Counter-bleeding:
(i) A rule R1 destroys the context for the application of a rule
R2 and should thus bleed R2 .
(ii) However, empirical evidence shows that R2 has applied although R1 has as well.
(iii) A rule has applied although its context is not given.
(iv) Example R2 : A → B ≻ R1 : A → C
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The opaque interactions can be characterized as follows: It is expected that a
rule R1 facilitates (feeds) or blocks (bleeds) the application of another rule R2 ,
but this is not the case. On the surface, (i) rule R2 has not applied although
its context is created by the prior application of R1 (counter-feeding), or (ii)
R2 has applied although its context should have been destroyed by the prior
application of R1 (counter-bleeding). Opacity can be described by reversing
the order of operations: If R1 applies before R2 the former should feed or bleed
the latter. But since this is not the case, R2 must have applied before R1 ; R1
applied too late to facilitate or block the application of R2 .
Rule interactions have been a major topic in phonology and syntax since the
earliest days of generative grammar. Opacity was first described by Chomsky
(1951) for Hebrew phonology. For an overview of interactions of phonological
rules see e.g. Chomsky and Halle (1968), Anderson (1969, 1974), Koutsoudas
et al. (1974), Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1977, 1979), Baković (2011); on rule
interaction in morphology see Embick (2010), Arregi and Nevins (2012). As
for syntax, the most comprehensive treatment of this topic is Pullum (1979);
see also Ross (1967), Williams (1974), Kayne (1975), Perlmutter and Soames
(1979), McCawley (1984, 1988), Řezač (2004), Lasnik (2001) and Brody (2002).
The topic of this paper are opaque interactions in syntax. A well-known example for counter-bleeding in syntax that has been recurring in the transformational literature is the interaction of Reflexivization and Imperative Subject
Deletion (ISD) in English (cf. McCawley 1988: ch.6 and Pullum 1979: ch.1).
(3)

Informal definitions of transformations:
a. Reflexivization: If the direct object of a transitive verb is coreferent
with the local subject, it must be realized as a reflexive pronoun.
b. Imperative subject deletion: A deep structure 2nd person subject
is deleted when it is the subject of an imperative.

In imperatives, the direct object is reflexivized if it is 2nd person and thus
coreferent with the (phonologically empty) subject:
(4)

Reflexivization in imperatives in English
a. Defend yourself!
b. *Defend you!
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On the surface, it is unclear why Reflexivization could apply in (4-a) given
that its context is not given because there is no coreferent subject. Since Reflexivization makes reference to the subject of a transitive verb, deletion of the
subject by ISD could bleed Reflexivization, but it does not (counter-bleeding).
This implies that Reflexivization applies before ISD, at a point in the derivation
where the subject is still present; it is deleted only afterwards.
2.2.

Rule Ordering in Minimalism: Conflicts in the Derivation

Minimalism is a derivational approach to syntax (cf. Chomsky 1995 et seq.).
Syntactic structures unfold incrementally in a bottom-up fashion by successive applications of the elementary operations Merge and Agree (Chomsky
2000, 2001). These are defined as follows:
(5)

Merge and Agree:
a. Merge (external and internal) is a structure-building operation.
Merge is triggered by structure-building features [●F●].
b. Agree relates functional heads and arguments. It is (among other
things) responsible for argument encoding: (i) ϕ-features are
copied from DPs onto functional heads and (ii) case values are
assigned by functional heads to DPs.
Agree applies under c-command and is triggered by probe features [∗F∗].

It is these basic operations that can interact in Minimalism. In particular, the
structure-sensitive Agree operation can be fed or bled by Merge which builds
structures and which thus may change structural relations.
That probe features and structure-building features must be ordered has
been motivated independently: Some functional heads trigger more than one
operation. Little v, for example, triggers ϕ-Agree and (external) Merge of the
external argument. It thus has the following features: v { [●D●], [∗ϕ∗] }. The
T head in English is another example: It triggers Agree with the subject DP
and (internal) Merge to SpecT (the EPP property); it thus bears the following
features: T { [●D●], [∗ϕ∗] }. Hence, at the point of the derivation where v or T
is merged, a conflict arises (Müller 2009): The relevant head could either first
discharge its structure-building feature and then the probe feature, or it could
proceed the other way around. Assuming that only a single operation can
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apply at any given stage of the derivation, these operation-inducing features
on v and T must be ordered.
It has recently been argued, although often rather implicitly, that the order of features on a head that triggers more than one operation is not arbitrary. Van Koppen (2005), Béjar and Řezáč (2009), Halpert (2012), and Assmann and Heck (2013) argue for a strict order of the two operations on certain
heads.1 Müller (2009), Heck and Müller (2007), Lahne (2008a), and Assmann,
Georgi et al. (2013) on the other hand, argue that the order of Merge and Agree
on v and T is in principle free and may vary between languages, i.e. it is determined in a language-specific fashion. The choice of the order in a given
language is responsible for cross-linguistic variation, e.g. for the pattern of
argument encoding (ergative vs. accusative), the extractability of core arguments and word order variation.
A simple example for a fixed order of Merge and Agree on T comes from English subject-verb-agreement where the operations are in a counter-bleeding
relation: The T head is standardly assumed to trigger ϕ-Agree with the closest DP in its c-command domain, which is the subject DP base-generated in
Specv, cf. (6). In addition, the T head has a [●D●]-feature (the EPP-feature)
that triggers internal Merge of the subject to SpecT.
(6)

Basic structure of T′ in English:
[ T′ T{[∗ϕ:◻∗],[●D●]} [ vP DPext{[ϕ:2sg]} [ v′ v [ VP V DP int ]]]]

In (6), the subject DP is in the c-command domain of T and T could thus
Agree with it in ϕ-features; on the surface, however, the subject DP is no
longer in the c-command domain of T because it has undergone EPP-driven
movement to SpecT. Therefore, we expect that subject-verb-agreement is bled
by EPP movement, but it is not, cf. (7) (the auxiliary be, which is located in T,
is inserted to show that the subject has undergone EPP movement to SpecT).
1
Van Koppen (2005) argues for internal Merge before Agree on the C head in languages with
complementizer agreement to derive a bleeding effect; Halpert (2012) argues for the same order on an abstract head L in Zulu to account for the distribution of conjoint and disjoint
morphology. Béjar and Řezáč (2009) derive hierarchy effects from the assumption that Agree
between v and the internal argument of a transitive verb precedes external Merge of the external argument and may thus bleed Agree relations between v and the external argument; the
proposal in Assmann and Heck (2013) also crucially relies on the order Agree before Merge
on v.
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(7)

You are seeing John.

Hence, the operation Agree has applied although its context is not met in the
output structure, cf. (8) with the subject moved to SpecT (checking the EPP
on T) and the ϕ-probe on T valued by the subject.
(8)

Surface representation of TP in English:
[ TP DPext{[ϕ:2sg]} [ T′ T{[ϕ:2sg],[●D●]
////// } [ vP tDPe x t [ v′ v [ VP V DP int ]]]]]

This effect is standardly derived by assuming that Agree takes place before the
subject is EPP-moved, i.e., that the features on T are ordered as follows: T {
[∗ϕ∗] ≻ [●D●] }. Agree applies when the subject DP is still in the c-command
domain of T; it is EPP-moved only afterwards.
In the data that will be examined in section 4, we will see that sometimes IM
to the Spec of a head H has indeed a bleeding effect with respect to the Agree
relation initiated by H, suggesting that IM takes place before Agree. On the
other hand, in the same language that exhibits the bleeding effect with IM,
IM sometimes also behaves like EPP-movement in English in that it counterbleeds Agree initiated by H.
2.3.

Opacity in the Present Data

The opaque interactions of internal Merge and Agree that will be presented
in this paper are of the following type: A head H triggers Agree and internal
Merge. It thus bears two operation-inducing features, a structure-building
feature [●F●] and a probe feature [∗F∗] (a ϕ-probe or a case probe): H {
[●F●], [∗F∗] }. Sometimes the XP that moves to SpecH (and thereby checks
the structure-building feature on H) feeds/bleeds Agree initiated by H, and
sometimes XP movement has the opposite effect in the same position, i.e.,
it counter-bleeds/counter-feeds Agree. Thus, IM interacts transparently and
opaquely with Agree in one and the same language. This situation is abstractly
depicted for (counter-)bleeding in (9) and (10) which show the surface representation of HP:
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(9)

(10)

Bleeding:
HP
XP [F]

H′

H [∗F∗], [●F●]
/////

Counter-Bleeding:
HP
XP [F]

YP
. . . t XP . . .
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H′

H//////
[∗F∗], [●F●]
/////

YP
. . . t XP . . .

On the surface, there is an XP with the features [F] in SpecH in both (9) and
(10). XP movement is triggered by a structure-building feature on H that
is then discharged (indicated by crossing-out the feature). Although XP occupies the same structural position in both examples, it has different consequences for the Agree relation that H triggers as well. In (9), Agree between
the probe feature [∗F∗] and the matching feature [F] on XP is bled by XP movement: The probe on H is not discharged, indicating that Agree between the
probe and the XP has not taken place. In (10), on the other hand, the probe
[∗F∗] on H is discharged, resulting in valuation of the probe in case of ϕ-Agree
and in case assignment to the XP for case-Agree, respectively; hence, H and
XP must have entered into an Agree relation. Comparing the representation
in (10) to the one in (9), one would expect bleeding in (10) as well because the
XP occupies SpecH in both examples, but there is no bleeding, viz., this is an
instance of counter-bleeding.
The split between the movement types that interact transparently and
opaquely with Agree is not arbitrary. The split is conditioned by the type of
IM: It depends on whether XP movement to SpecH is a final or an intermediate movement step in a movement chain. The background assumption is
that movement of an XP to a position where it checks a structure-building
feature [●F●] (its criterial position in the sense of Rizzi 2004, 2007) does not
apply in one fell swoop. Rather, XP undergoes a sequence of short movement
steps until it reaches its final landing site, i.e., it moves successive-cyclically.
The positions in which the XP makes a stop-over but which are not the final
landing sites are intermediate landing sites. Which positions constitute intermediate landing sites for which kinds of movement is a matter of an ongoing
debate. In Chomsky’s (2001) phase model, Specv and SpecC are identified as
intermediate landing sites for movement out of vP and CP, respectively. I will
come back to this issue in section 4. But before we continue, the notion of
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“final” landing site needs to be clarified. The term “final” is to be understood
relative to a given movement chain and not in absolute terms: It denotes the
position in a chain in which an XP checks a structure-building feature (in particular, a non-edge feature, see below) that triggered its movement in the first
place – the XP moves in order to check that feature. This does not necessarily
mean that this position is the ultimate landing site for the XP, i.e., that it cannot move on from that position. An XP in the final landing site of a chain α
may undergo further movement in order to check another structure-building
feature in the final landing site of another chain β.2
What is crucial for the analysis of the opacity effect is that IM to an intermediate landing site and IM to a final landing site can be distinguished on the
basis of their triggers: The former is triggered by a special kind of structurebuilding feature (cf. Chomsky 2000, 2001), i.e., the edge-feature [●X●], a categorially underspecified structure-building feature; the latter is triggered by
other kinds of structure-building features which encode a categorial or an interpretative property of the attracted XP, e.g. the feature [●wh●] on C that
triggers IM of a wh-word, the EPP-feature [●D●] on T that attracts the closest
DP, or the feature [●foc●] that attracts a focus-marked XP, etc. We will see that
edge feature-driven IM counter-feeds or counter-bleeds Agree, whereas nonedge feature-driven IM feeds or bleeds Agree. The pattern that arises from this
is that intermediate movement steps of XP to SpecH triggered by edge features
behave as if the XP is not moved at all with respect to Agree; final movement
steps to SpecH triggered by non-edge features pattern the opposite way with
respect to Agree.
These effects are derived by different orderings of the two types of IM triggers relative to the Agree trigger on H: The edge feature is discharged after the
ϕ-probe on H, whereas the non-edge feature that triggers IM is discharged
before Agree, cf. (11). Since Agree is structure-sensitive (to c-command, see
section 3 below), early movements (i.e., the final movement steps) can influence possible Agree relations because they change structural relations. Inter2

In this respect, final positions as defined in this paper (and as also used in Abels 2012) are
different from the criterial positions introduced in Rizzi (2004, 2007). Rizzi assumes that once
an XP has reached a criterial position, it is frozen in that position and cannot undergo any
further movement steps (= criterial freezing, see Rizzi and Shlonsky 2007 on consequences of
this assumptions for EPP-moved XPs). For this reason, I will not use the term criterial in what
follows, although in some instances the final position of an XP may coincide with a criterial
position in Rizzi’s sense.
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mediate movement steps apply too late to have this effect, they are still in their
base position when the probe on H initiates a search, just as XPs that do not
undergo movement at all.
(11)

a.
b.

IM to the final landing site ≻ Agree ≻ IM to an intermediate landing site
[●F●] ≻ [∗ϕ∗] ≻ [●X●]

3. Assumptions
I assume a strictly derivational model of syntax (cf. Chomsky 1995 et seq.) in
which the structure unfolds in a bottom-up fashion by successive applications
of the two basic operations Merge and Agree. The basic Minimalist clause
structure is given in (12). The external argument is introduced in the specifier
of the functional head v. Above vP, there are two more functional projections,
TP and CP.
(12)

Clause structure:
[ CP C [ TP T [ vP DPext [ v′ v [ VP V DP int ]]]]]

All syntactic operations are feature-driven: Agree is triggered by probe features [∗F∗] and Merge is triggered by structure-building features [●F●] (I adopt
the notation proposed in Sternefeld 2006, Heck and Müller 2007). Given
this assumption, intermediate movement steps also need a trigger. As introduced in the discussion above, I take them to be triggered by edge features
[●X●], which are categorially underspecified structure-building features. Furthermore, I assume that edge features are not freely available on functional
heads; rather, they are inserted on a head H if H needs to attract an XP with a
feature F although XP does not check the feature [●F●] on H (cf. Phase Balance
in Heck and Müller 2000, 2003). For arguments that XPs must go through certain positions that are not their final landing sites see sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.3.
The operation Agree is defined in (13) (cf. Chomsky 2000, 2001). The crucial condition on Agree, which will be relevant in the derivation of opacity
effects, is (13-a):
(13)

Agree between a probe P and a goal G applies if
a. P c-commands G,
b. P has a feature [∗F∗] and G has a matching feature [F],
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d.

G is the closest matching goal for P.
Result: G values P (for ϕ-features) or P values G (for case features).

In what follows, case probes are represented as [∗c:value∗], i.e., they have a
value which needs to be assigned to a DP without a value for case. If a case
probe finds such a DP, it is discharged. ϕ-probes, on the other hand, do not
have a value: [∗ϕ:◻∗]. They seek for a value of a DP. If a ϕ-probe finds a DP
with ϕ-features, the features of the DP are copied onto the probe and the probe
is discharged. If Agree fails, i.e., if a probe does not find a goal, the derivation
does not crash. Rather, default values are inserted either on the probe (in the
case of ϕ-Agree) or on the goal (in the case of case Agree), cf. Béjar (2003),
Preminger (2011). The default ϕ-features are [ϕ:3sg]; for the languages with a
case split I will look at in this paper, the default case value is the nominative
[c:nom]. Furthermore, I adopt the Activity Condition (Chomsky 2001): A DP
that has received a case value cannot be the goal for another Agree relation,
neither for ϕ- nor for case Agree. Finally, I assume that traces or copies left by
movement are not visible for Agree, i.e., they cannot serve as a goal for a probe.
Alternatively, one might assume that traces/copies do not exist (because movement does not leave behind anything, see e.g. Epstein and Seely 2002, Unger
2010, Müller 2011, or because a multidominance approach is pursued, see e.g.
Starke 2001, Abels 2004, 2012, Frampton 2004).
Given these assumptions, I will now show how IM and Agree can interact
opaquely. An abstract counter-bleeding configuration is shown in (14) and
(15). Suppose there is a head H which triggers IM and ϕ-Agree. For concreteness, it attracts an DP with a topic feature [top]. H also wants to Agree in
ϕ-features with the topic DP, which bears the features 2nd person plural. If
H first triggers IM as in (14), it moves the DP with the topic feature to its
specifier (‘[A] ≻ [B]’ on H indicates that the operation-inducing feature [A]
is discharged before the feature [B]). Afterwards, the DP is no longer in the ccommand domain of H. As a consequence, the ϕ-probe on H, which seeks for
a goal in the next step, cannot target the DP with the topic feature anymore. It
could have done so before the DP moved; hence, topic movement applies too
early and thereby destroys the context for the application of Agree between H
and DP[top] . A default value (3sg) is thus inserted on the probe. This bleeding effect can be read off of the surface representation of HP: The DP with
the topic feature is not in the c-command domain of H in (14) and hence it
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is clear why there is no ϕ-Agree. This effect will occur with final movement
steps like e.g. topic movement or wh-movement to a head with a [●topic●]and a [●wh●]-feature, respectively.
(14)

Bleeding:
HP
DP [top, 2pl],[ϕ:3sg]

H′

H {[●top●] ≻ [∗ϕ∗]} YP
. . . tDP . . .
However, in the same language that exhibits such bleeding effects, there are
also configurations with the topic DP in SpecH but with full ϕ-agreement on
H, cf. (15). Given (14), we would expect bleeding of ϕ-Agree here as well, but it
does not occur. This instance of counter-bleeding can be derived if the probe
and the structure-building feature on H are discharged in the reverse order,
i.e., if the DP with the topic feature moves after Agree has applied (cf. the
order [∗ϕ∗] ≻ [●X●] on H in (15)). The consequences are the following: First,
the probe seeks for a goal. At this point of the derivation, the topic DP is still
in the c-command domain of H and therefore H is valued with the ϕ-features
of that DP. Afterwards, H triggers movement of the topic DP.
(15)

Counter-Bleeding:
HP
XP [top, 2pl],[ϕ:2pl]

H′

H {[ϕ:2sg] ≻ [●X●]}

YP

. . . tDP . . .
On the surface, it is unclear why Agree between H and the topic DP has applied given that the DP is not in the right structural position to be a goal for
H, i.e. it is not in H’s c-command domain. The explanation is that at the point
of probing, the DP has indeed been in the relevant domain, but this is disguised by the subsequent movement of the DP. This counter-bleeding pattern
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will arise with intermediate movement steps in a movement chain, viz., with
movement steps that are triggered by edge features.
The conclusion is that in languages with both types of interactions in the
HP, IM sometimes applies before and sometimes after Agree, depending on
the nature of the landing site of the moved XP. The landing sites can be locally
distinguished on H on the basis of their trigger: Intermediate movement steps
are triggered by edge features on H; they are discharged after probe features;
final movement steps are triggered by structure-buiding features on H that
are not categorially underspecified; these are discharged before probe features.
This analysis presupposes a strictly derivational model of grammar.

4. Case Studies
In this section I present three phenomena that instantiate the abstract pattern of an opaque interaction of Merge and Agree introduced in sections 1
and 3. The counter-bleeding pattern arises with the Anti-agreement effect for
ϕ-Agree, and with the possessor case split in Hungarian for case Agree. Defective Intervention in an Icelandic dialect exhibits a counter-feeding interaction
with respect to ϕ-Agree.
4.1.
4.1.1.

(Counter-)Bleeding: The Anti-Agreement Effect
Data and Rule Interactions

In a number of unrelated languages such as Berber, Breton, Welsh, Kinande,
Kikuyu, Palaun and Turkish, ϕ-Agree between the verb and the subject reduces to default agreement (3sg) if the subject is Ā-moved (questioned, relativized, focussed) to the SpecC position of the minimal clause. This phenomenon is known as the Anti-agreement effect (AAE, cf. Ouhalla 1993,
Richards 1997, Phillips 2001 for an overview). It is illustrated with whextraction data from Berber in (16). If the subject is not Ā-moved, the verb
agrees with it in person, number and gender, cf. (16-a). If, however, the subject is questioned (Ā-moved to the minimal SpecC), as in (16-b), the verb
shows default agreement (3sg masculine, glossed as ‘participle’).3 Full agreement is ungrammatical in this context, cf. (16-c). Interestingly, in some of
3

The verb form in (16-b) is glossed as ‘participle’, but Ouhalla (1993) argues that this form
contains the default 3rd person masculine form of agreement. In most other languages with
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the languages that exhibit the AAE when the subject is extracted to SpecC
of the minimal clause, long-distance Ā-movement of the subject to SpecC of
a higher clause does not result in default agreement in the embedded clause
from which the subject is extracted; instead, there is full ϕ-agreement on the
embedded verb (cf. (16-d)), as if the subject was not extracted at all.
(16)

Anti-agreement in Berber, wh-movement (Ouhalla 1993: 479f.):
a. zri-n imhdarn Mohand
saw-3pl students Mohand
‘The students saw Mohand.’
no Ā-IM, full agr.
b. man tamghart ay
yzrin
Mohand
which woman comp see.part Mohand
‘Which woman saw Mohand?’
local Ā-IM, default agr.
c. *man tamghart ay
t-zra
Mohand
which woman comp 3sg.fem-saw Mohand
‘Which woman saw Mohand?’
local Ā-IM, full agr.
Mohand?
nna-n qa t-zra
d. man tamghart ay
which woman comp said-3pl that 3sg.fem-saw Mohand
‘Which woman did they say saw Mohand?’ long Ā-IM, full agr.

In what follows, I will use the term “short” Ā-movement for Ā-movement
to the SpecC position of the minimal clause and “long” Ā-movement for Āmovement to the SpecC position of a higher clause.
In terms of rule interaction, the AAE can be described as follows: Short Āmovement of the subject DP bleeds ϕ-Agree whereas long Ā-movement has
the opposite effect. If a subject that is to undergo long-distance extraction
uses SpecC of the minimal clause as an intermediate landing site, we have
an instance of counter-bleeding when looking at the minimal CP: Under both
short and long Ā-movement, there is a DP in the local SpecC position, but
sometimes IM of the subject bleeds ϕ-Agree in that position, and sometimes
it does not bleed ϕ-Agree in the same position. Put differently, ϕ-Agree did
apply in the embedded clause under long extraction, although its context does
not seem to be met, given that a DP in the minimal SpecC position can bleed
agreement (under short extraction). Hence, on the surface, there is opacity.
Importantly, opacity only arises if the subject DP that is to undergo longthe AAE, the verb form under short Ā-extraction is completely identical to 3rd person singular
agreement.
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extraction makes a stop-over in SpecC of the embedded clause. For syntactic, morphological and semantic evidence for the successive-cyclic nature of
long Ā-movement through the embedded SpecC see McCloskey (1979), Cole
(1982), Clements et al. (1983), Torrego (1984), Barss (1986), Lebeaux (1990),
Chung (1994), Fox (2000), Lahne (2008b) among many others. I adopt this
assumption and present another argument in favor of successive-cyclic movement through intervening SpecC positions in AAE languages in section 4.1.3.
4.1.2. Analysis
First of all, I assume that subject-verb agreement in AAE languages is mediated by C and not by T (see also Ouali 2008 and Henderson (2009) for this
assumption about some AAE languages).4 The reason for this assumption is
that short and long Ā-movement can be distinguished by the nature of their
trigger on the minimal C head: With respect to short Ā-movement of DP,
SpecC of the minimal clause is the final landing site for DP; this movement
step is triggered by a wh-feature [●wh●] (or [●rel●], which triggers operator
movement in a relative clause, etc.). For long Ā-movement, this position is
only an intermediate landing site and movement to it is triggered by an edge
feature [●X●]. The opacity effect is derived if final movement steps to SpecC
apply before Agree and intermediate movement steps to the minimal SpecC
apply after Agree:
(17)

Order of features on C in Berber type languages:
C { [●wh●] ≻ [∗ϕ∗] ≻ [●X●] }

The consequences of this ordering are as follows: If there is no subject extraction, as shown in (18), C only bears a ϕ-probe and no structure-building
features that trigger IM. When the probe searches for the closest goal in its
4

Since I assume that the ϕ-probe in AAE languages in on C, but the inflection shows up on
the verb, there must be a connection between C and V: Either the verb picks up the inflection in C by V-to-C movement (cf. Sproat 1985, Jouitteau 2005 on Celtic) or the inflection is
lowered to the T-V-complex in the morphological component. Lowering of the inflection is
reminiscent of Affix-Hopping (Chomsky 1957). Furthermore, it seems plausible given the concept of Feature Inheritance, i.e., ϕ-feature transfer from C to T (cf. Chomsky 2004, Richards
2007); the only difference is that I assume that this transfer may apply late, in the morphological component (cf. morphological merger in Embick and Noyer 2001). See also Ouali (2008)
on variation in the timing and mode of Feature Inheritance.
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c-command domain, it finds the subject DP and is valued with the ϕ-features
of this DP.
(18)

No Ā-extraction of the subject DP, ϕ-probe discharged:
[ CP C{[∗ϕ∗]} [ TP DP [ T′ . . . ]]]
✓Agree

If the subject is questioned in the minimal CP (short Ā-movement), C bears
a ϕ-probe and the IM trigger [●wh●]. The structure-building feature is discharged first; it attracts the wh-subject to SpecC, cf. (19-a). Afterwards, the
probe initiates Agree but since the closest goal, the subject DP, is no longer
in C’s c-command domain due to prior movement, Agree fails and the probe
is valued by default, cf. (19-b). Hence, final movement of the subject DP to
SpecC applies too early and thereby bleeds ϕ-Agree.
(19)

Short Ā-extraction of the subject DP:
a. Step 1: Movement of the subject to SpecC, wh-feature discharged:
[ CP DPwh C[●wh●] ≻[∗ϕ∗]} [ TP tDP [ T′ . . . ]]]
Move
b.

Step 2: ϕ-Agree initiated by C, default valuation of the probe:
[ CP DP C{[●wh●]
/////// ≻[∗ϕ∗]} [ TP tDP [ T′ . . . ]]]
*Agree

In contrast to that, long Ā-extraction that uses the minimal SpecC as an intermediate landing site is triggered by an edge feature. This movement applies
late enough and therefore does not bleed Agree: First, the probe on the C head
of the embedded sentence initiates Agree and finds the subject DP as its closest
goal, cf. (20-a). Only afterwards does the subject move to SpecC, triggered by
the edge feature on C, cf. (20-b). On the surface, the subject DP is no longer
in the c-command domain of the embedded C, which gives rise to opacity;
however, the subject was in the relevant domain at the point of ϕ-Agree.
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Long Ā-extraction of the subject DP:
a. Step 1: ϕ-Agree initiated by C, ϕ-probe discharged
[ CP C{[∗ϕ∗]≻[●X●]} [ TP DPwh [ T′ . . . ]]]
✓Agree
b.

Step 2: Movement of the subject DP to the local SpecC, edge feature discharged
[ CP DPwh [ C′ C{[∗ϕ∗]≻[●X●]} [ TP tDP [ T′ . . . ]]]]
//////
Move

Before closing this section, I will address some remaining issues that arise
in the derivations presented above. The first question concerns short Āextraction in (19). Since short extraction applies early, the ϕ-probe on C cannot target the extracted subject DP anymore. But why can’t it just target the
closest target that is still in its c-command domain, i.e., the object DP if the
verb is transitive? I propose that this is impossible due to the Activity Condition: The object is assigned case by v very early in the derivation. It thereby
becomes inactive, i.e., invisible for a ϕ-probe. C thus cannot target the object.5
A further issue that arises is that of case assignment to the subject DP: If ϕAgree and case assignment go hand in hand, where does a subject that undergoes short Ā-movement to the minimal SpecC get its case value from? Since
Agree between C and the subject DP is bled in this configuration C can also
not assign a case to the subject. I propose that default valuation applies for
case just as for ϕ-features. The case feature of the subject is valued with the
default nominative case. See section 4.3 for another instance of default case
valuation under short extraction.

5

In section 4.2.3 I will argue that SpecT is an intermediate landing site for movement to
SpecC. If this holds in general, as I will assume, a related problem arises: The AAE does not
occur with long Ā-movement of the object. If, however, a wh-moved object goes through
SpecT, there is a stage in the derivation at which the wh-object is in SpecT of the embedded
clause and above the subject DP. Why can the ϕ-probe on C not Agree with the closer object
DP in this configuration (since the object undergoes long extraction and checks the edge feature on the embedded C, it is still in C’s c-command domain when the ϕ-probes searches for a
goal)? As proposed above, this is impossible because the object is inactive for ϕ-Agree at that
point of the derivation.
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4.1.3. More Evidence from Variation for SpecC as an Intermediate Landing
Site
The AAE data are only opaque if long Ā-movement makes a stop-over in the
embedded SpecC position. However, there is an alternative analysis of the
counter-bleeding effect in AAE languages that does not rely on this intermediate movement step: If short movement of a DP to SpecC causes bleeding
but there is no bleeding under long Ā-extraction, one could propose that whmovement to the matrix clause does not make a stop-over in the SpecC position of the embedded clause but moves directly to the matrix SpecC. Under
this analysis, it follows why we find full subject-verb-agreement in the embedded clause: When the ϕ-probe on the embedded C searches for a goal,
the wh-subject is still in its base position in the embedded clause and thus
in the embedded C’s c-command domain; it can only move when matrix C
is merged with the IM trigger [●wh●]. But due to incremental bottom-up
structure-building, matrix C is merged later than the embedded C head. This
account does not require ordering of two different types of IM.
However, the assumption that long Ā-movement does not go through the
embedded SpecC position causes problems for languages in which both long
and short Ā-movement bleed ϕ-Agree. This is the case for example in some
Italian dialects (Fiorentino and Trentino, cf. Brandi and Cordin 1998, Campos
1997) and in Ibibio (cf. Baker 2008). (21) illustrates that in Fiorentino full
subject agreement under short extraction is ungrammatical; instead, default
agreement must be used, compare (21-a) and (21-b). Default agreement is also
necessary under long subject extraction, compare (21-c) and (21-d).
(21)

The AAE in Fiorentino (taken from Ouhalla 1993, Campos 1997):
a. Quante ragazze gli
ha
parlato con te?
how.many girls cl.3sg have.3sg spoken to you
‘How many girls (it) has spoken to you?’
b. *Quante ragazze le
hanno parlato con te?
how.many girls cl.3pl have.3pl spoken to you
‘How many girls have spoken to you?’
c. Quante ragazze tu credi che gli
ha
telefonato?
how.many girls you think that cl.3sg have.3sg phoned
‘How many girls do you think have phoned?’
d. *Quante ragazze tu credi che le
hanno telefonato?
how.many girls you think that cl.3pl have.3pl phoned
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In contrast to Berber, long Ā-movement of the subject also bleeds Agree in the
embedded clause. But under the assumption that long extraction does not go
through the embedded SpecC position, this is mysterious: The subject DP that
is to undergo long extraction is still in the c-command domain of C when the
latter probes and should thus value the probe. One solution to this problem
could be to say that languages differ in the size of their locality domains: In
AAE languages of the Berber type, long Ā-movement does not go through
SpecC, which explains the absence of bleeding with long extraction; in AAE
languages of the Trentino type, however, long Ā-movement does go through
SpecC and DPs in the embedded SpecC cause bleeding (due to early movement prior to ϕ-Agree), regardless of whether SpecC is their final landing site
or not.
In my view it is clearly undesirable to assume that languages differ in the
size of their locality domains. In the languagues in which long Ā-movement
does not apply successive-cyclically, there must be a non-local dependency
between the matrix C and a DP in the embedded clause. This goes against the
trend in contemporary minimalist syntax, where non-local dependencies are
decomposed into a series of local dependencies (cf. Alexiadou et al. 2012). Under the analysis of the opacity effect presented in 4.1.2, there is another way to
account for variation between AAE languages that I will adopt: Assume that
languages do not have different locality domains for movement. In order to
model bleeding with long extraction in the Trentino type languages, the embedded SpecC must be an intermediate landing site. So it must be in languages
of the Berber type, with the consequence that the AAE data in these languages
are indeed opaque. Cross-linguistic variation is accounted for by reordering of
operation-inducing features on C: In the Trentino type languages, both edgefeature-driven IM and non-edge feature-driven IM apply before Agree. Hence,
the wh-subject DP is moved out of the c-command domain of C before probing happens and there is thus always bleeding, regardless of the IM type.
(22)

Order of features on C in Trentino type languages:
C { [●wh●], [●X●] ≻ [∗ϕ∗] }

In Berber type languages, on the other hand, the two IM triggers apply at different points in the derivation relative to Agree, giving rise to opacity; compare
the order of features in (17) and (22).
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Previous analyses of the AAE pattern include Ā-binding approaches (Brandi
and Cordin 1998, Ouhalla 1993) and anti-locality approaches (Cheng 2006,
Schneider-Zioga 2007). The basic idea of the former type of approach is that
subject extraction leaves behind a pro in the subject position that must not
be bound by its antecedent from an Ā-position (Principle B applied to Ābinding). It is, however, bound under short subject extraction by the subject
in SpecC. In order to avoid the violation of Principle B, pro must not be licensed in the first place. It is licensed by rich subject-verb-agreement; dropping the agreement, resulting in AAE, makes pro unavailable and thus avoids
the principle B violation.
In the anti-locality approaches, it is argued that short extraction of the subject is too local in the sense of Grohmann (2003) (at least in some AAE languages). Hence, a repair mechanism must apply: The lower copy of the subject
is spelled out, but not as a DP or a pronoun; rather, it is the anti-agreement
morphology (default agreement) that is the spell-out of that copy.
Apart from a number of conceptual problems with these approaches that
I will not address here, both of the approaches have problems to account for
cross–linguistic variation. One approach needs to postulate that languages differ in the size of their locality domains, and the other must assume that they
differ in the properties of empty elements such as traces. In the Ā-binding approach presented in Ouhalla (1993), long Ā-extraction passes through SpecC
of the embedded CP. Since languages like Berber do not show the AAE with
long extraction, Ouhalla assumes that the trace of the subject in the embedded
SpecC position cannot act as an Ā-binder. To account for the occurrence of
the AAE with long extraction in the Trentio-type languages, he proposes that
the trace can be an Ā-binder in these languages. Hence, languages vary in the
ability of traces to be Ā-binders. Apart from the question whether movement
leaves behind traces, copies or maybe no element at all, it seems questionable
that an empty element left by the same movement operation in the same position varies in this way.
In the anti-locality approaches, it is simply assumed that long extraction
does not go through the embedded SpecC position but moves directly to the
matrix SpecC (in languages of the Berber type). Since this movement is not
too local, there is no repair, i.e., no anti-agreement morphology on the embedded verb. The Trentino pattern with anti-agreement showing up even under
long extraction is not addressed in these approaches. One would probably
have to assume that long movement does make a stop-over in the embedded
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SpecC position. Hence, languages have to differ in their locality domains. As
pointed out above, I take this to be undesirable. The reordering approach
presented in this paper does not have to assume that languages differ in this
respect, and it also does not need to postulate that elements left by movement
(if there are such elements at all) have different binding properties. I take this
to be a desirable outcome.
4.2.

(Counter-)Feeding: Intervention Effects in Icelandic B

4.2.1. Data and Rule Interactions
In many languages, a dative XP blocks Agree relations between a probe on a
head H that c-commands the dative XP and a lower DP that is c-commanded
by H and the dative XP. This is remarkable because the dative XP itself can
also not value the probe on H. This effect is known as defective intervention (Chomsky 2001). In Icelandic, dative experiencers (Exp) are defective
interveners for Agree between T and a lower subject DP. As shown in (23-a),
the raising verb can only bear default 3rd singular agreement because Agree
with the subject in the embedded infinitive is blocked by Exp. Sigurðsson
and Holmberg (2008) describe three Icelandic dialects that pattern differently
with respect to the presence vs. absence of the intervention effect in the context of experiencer movement. Opaque interaction of Agree and IM is found
in Icelandic B for number agreement as shown in (23-b) and (23-c) (see also
Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2003 for a description of that dialect):6
(23)

Raising constructions in Icelandic B (Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2003):
a. þaD virDist/*virDast
einhverjum manni [hestarnir
there seem.3sg/seem.3pl some
man.dat the-horses.nom
vera seinir]
be slow

6
As Sigurðsson and Holmberg (2008) show, person agreement patterns differently from
number agreement. Agreement in 1st and 2nd person is blocked in all three dialects, regardless of the position of the dative experiencer. In what follows, I confine myself to number
agreement. The facts on person agreement can be integrated into the present analysis if person and number are separate probes, as Sigurðsson and Holmberg (2008) have argued, and if
the person probe, searching for local person arguments, probes before any movement operation has taken place; i.e., the person probe is the feature on T which is discharged before all
other operation-inducing features.
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‘It seems to some man that the horses are slow.’
Mér
virDast tN P [hestarnir
vera seinir]
me.dat seem.3pl
the-horses.nom be slow
‘It seems to me that the horses are slow.’
HvaDa manni veist þú aD virDist/*viDast
twh
which man.dat know you that seem.3sg/seem.3pl
[hestarnir vera seinir]
the-horses be slow
‘To which man do you know that the horses seem to be slow?’

b.

c.

If the experiencer moves above the ϕ-probe on T in the matrix clause in order
to check the EPP feature on T, this movement step feeds Agree between T and
the subject DP in the embedded clause, cf. (23-b).7 This is not surprising since,
on the surface, the experiencer does not intervene anymore between probe
and goal. What is striking, however, is that if the experiencer is moved to
SpecC (questioned, relativized, topicalized), it does not feed Agree, although
on the surface it also does not intervene anymore, cf. (23-c). This is a case of
counter-feeding: Agree between T and the subject DP cannot apply although
its context is given – the intervener is moved out of the way, just as in (23-b).
Hence, a wh-moved experiencer behaves as if it is not moved at all with
Opacity arises at the stage of the derivation where TP is complete, cf. (24).
Assume that wh-movement to SpecC makes a stop-over in SpecT (see section
4.2.3 for justification). At this stage in both (23-b) and (23-c), the experiencer
is in SpecT. But in (23-b) it feeds Agree in this position whereas in (23-c) it has
the opposite effect in the same position.
(24)

a. Feeding (EPP-movement):
TP

b. Counter-feeding (wh-movement):
TP

Exp

Expwh

T [ϕ:2sg]

T’

tEx p
7

T [∗ϕ∗]

vP
...

T’
vP
tEx p

...

Due to the V2-property of Icelandic, the finite verb moves to C and the dative subject in
(23-b) undergoes further movement to SpecC in order to fill the sole preverbal position. What
is important for the present discussion is that the subject has also checked the EPP in SpecT
(see Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2003, Sigurðsson and Holmberg 2008 for evidence); subject
movement to SpecT is thus a final movement step.
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4.2.2. Analysis
The crucial difference between the feeding and the counter-feeding example
again lies in the landing site of the experiencer: In (23-b), SpecT is the final
landing site in the movement chain triggered by the EPP on T.8 In (23-c), however, SpecT is only an intermediate landing site on the way to SpecC, where
the feature [●wh●] is checked (for discussion of how the EPP is checked in
this configuration see below). Intermediate movement steps are triggered by
an edge feature on T and apply after Agree; final movement steps to SpecT are
triggered by the EPP feature, represented as [●D●] in what follows, and apply
before Agree. Just as in the AAE languages of the Berber type, the two movement types apply at different points in the derivation with respect to Agree.
(25)

Order of features on T (Icelandic B):
T { [●D●] ≻ [∗ϕ∗] ≻ [●X●] }

The consequences of this ordering are the following: If the experiencer is not
moved at all and the EPP is checked by another element such as the expletive
in (23-a), the experiencer is in the c-command domain of T and thus intervenes for ϕ-Agree between the probe on T and the lower subject DP, cf. (26).
(26)

No movement of the experiencer: default agreement:
[ TP T{[∗ϕ∗]} [ vP v [ VP Exp [ V′ V [ TP DP [ T′ . . . ]]]]]]

*Agree
If the experiencer undergoes EPP-movement, this movement step applies before T initiates Agree, cf. (27-a). Afterwards, the ϕ-probe on T can target the
subject DP since the experiencer is no longer in the c-command domain of T
and thus does not intervene anymore, cf. (27-b).
(27)

EPP-movement of the experiencer, full agreement:
a. Step 1: movement of the experiencer to SpecT, EPP discharged
Move
[ TP [ T’ T{[●D●] ≻ [∗ϕ∗]} [ vP Exp [ v’ v [ VP tEx p [ V′ V [ TP DP
[ T′ . . . ]]]]]]]]

8

SpecT is not the ultimate landing site for the subject, which undergoes further movement
to SpecC. Recall that “final” means final in a given chain. Movement to SpecT is the final step
in the movement chain created to check the EPP in SpecT. See section 2.3 and footnote 7.
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Step 2: Agree between T and the lower DP, ϕ-probe discharged:
[ TP Exp [ T’ T{[●D●]
////// ≻ [∗ϕ∗]} [ vP tEx p [ v’ v [ VP tEx p [ V′ V [ TP DP
[ T′ . . . ]]]]]]]]

✓Agree

If the experiencer is questioned and must check the [●wh●]-feature on C, it
uses SpecT only as an intermediate landing site. This movement step is triggered by an edge feature and applies after Agree. First, the ϕ-probe on T
searches for a goal but Agree is blocked because the wh-experiencer still intervenes, cf. (28-a). It is moved out of the way only afterwards, cf. (28-b).
Movement of the experiencer comes too late to feed Agree.
(28)

Wh-movement of the experiencer, default agreement:
a. Step 1: Agree initiated by T fails, Expwh still intervenes, default
agreement
*Agree
[ T’ T{ [∗ϕ∗] ≻ [●X●]} [ vP Expwh [ v′ v [ VP tEx p [ V′ V [ TP DP [ T′
. . . ]]]]]]]
b.

Step 2: Intermediate movement step to SpecT, edge feature discharged:
Move
[ TP Expwh [ T’ T{ [∗ϕ∗] ≻ [●X●]} [ vP tEx pw h [ v’ v [ VP tEx p [ V′ V [ TP
//////
DP [ T′ . . . ]]]]]]]]

With respect to the counter-feeding derivation in (28) a question arises: To obtain counter-feeding it is important that the wh-experiencer checks the edge
feature on T and not the EPP feature. If it could check the EPP, movement to
SpecT would apply early and would lead to feeding with wh-movement. However, since the EPP is always present on T (in contrast to the [●wh●]-feature
on the embedded C head in the AAE derivation with long Ā-extraction), it
is not clear why a wh-phrase cannot check it. I do not have an answer why
the wh-phrase does not discharge the EPP, but it is clear for Icelandic that it
really doesn’t: As Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir (2003) show, the EPP can be
checked by a different phrase in exactly the configuration where the experiencer undergoes wh-movement (or relativization, topicalization) to SpecC.
This is an instance of stylistic fronting, an operation that moves the clos-
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est overt VP-internal category to SpecT to check the EPP (Holmberg 2000).
Stylistic fronting is optional. An instance of this operation in the context
of a wh-experiencer is given in (29) where Òlafur is fronted (Holmberg and
Hróarsdóttir 2003: 1009):
(29)

Hverjum hefur Òlafur
virst vera gàfaður?
whoDAT has Olaf NOM seemed be intelligent
‘To whom has Olaf seemed to be intelligent?’

4.2.3. More Evidence from Variation for SpecT as an Intermediate Landing
Site
On the surface, the interaction of Agree and IM in Icelandic B is opaque because, when looking at the output structure, neither the EPP-moved nor the
wh-moved experiencer intervenes between the matrix T and the embedded
subject; nevertheless, the wh-experiencer behaves as if it intervened. Derivationally, this could be derived by assuming that the wh-experiencer moves
directly to SpecC without a stop-over in SpecT. Under this analysis, it is clear
why the wh-experiencer causes an intervention effect: When T probes, the
wh-experiencer is still in the c-command domain of T and thus blocks Agree.
It is moved to SpecC only after C is merged (this is the solution proposed by
Holmberg and Hróarsdóttir 2003). However, assuming that wh-movement
does not stop in SpecT causes problems for cross-linguistic variation found
with defective intervention: In another Icelandic dialect, Icelandic A, both
wh-movement and EPP-driven movement of the experiencer feed Agree, i.e.,
(23-c) is grammatical with 3rd person plural agreement on the verb in this dialect (Sigurðsson and Holmberg 2008). But wh-movement of the experiencer
should not cause feeding if wh-movement does not go through SpecT. When
T probes for the lower DP, a wh-experiencer still intervenes; it is moved when
C is merged with TP at a later stage of the derivation.
A similar pattern exists in Romance languages and Greek, although feeding cannot be read off of the agreement on the verb (McGinnis 1998, Anagnostopoulou 2003): In these languages, an experiencer blocks movement of
(instead of ϕ-Agree with) a lower DP to SpecT. If the experiencer is cliticized
(adjoined to T) or questioned (moved to SpecC), movement of the lower DP to
SpecT becomes possible (feeding). Hence, both types of IM, i.e., movement
to SpecC and to the T domain, feed Agree. Assuming that wh-movement
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does not go through SpecT is problematic for analyzing these languages as
well: When T tries to attract the lower DP, a wh-experiencer still intervenes
because it is only moved after C is merged, which only happens after the TP
is complete. A way out would be to assume that in both Icelandic A, Greek
and the Romance languages, direct wh-experiencer movement to SpecC must
precede attraction of the subject DP, but the latter step is counter-cyclic if a
wh-Exp does not go through SpecT. For Greek and the Romance languages,
several solutions to this problem have been proposed in the literature: (i)
phase-internal counter-cyclicity (Anagnostopoulou 2003), (ii) intervention is
evaluated at the phase-level (McGinnis 2001), (iii) covert movement of the
wh-experiencer to a low Ā-position in the c-command domain of T that is
invisible to a probe on T because ϕ-Agree is an A-relation and therefore cannot target elements in Ā-positions (Legate 2002). Solution (i) gives up the
Strict Cycle Condition within a phase (CP and vP) and thus standard locality assumptions. Solution (ii) suggests that intervention is computed when
a phase is complete, i.e., at the CP level. Since a wh-experiencer is in SpecC
at the end of derivation, it does not intervene on the surface. However, this
means that the Minimal Link Condition is a strongly representational constraint (for the examples under discussion, it is evaluated at the end of the
derivation) in a system that is assumed to be strictly derivational. Hence, it is
argued that the data are not compatible with a strictly derivational model of
grammar (this has also been pointed out in Řezač 2004). Finally, solution (iii)
resorts to a covert movement step to a low Ā-position that is hardly motivated
independently. In order to avoid all these problematic assumptions one could
propose that languages differ in the size of their locality domains: In Icelandic
B-type languages, wh-movement does not make a stop-over in SpecT, which
accounts for the absence of feeding with wh-experiencers. In languages of the
IcelandicA-/Romance/Greek type, however, wh-movement must proceed in
smaller steps and does go through SpecT, explaining the feeding effect. Just
as with the variation found with the AAE, the question is whether it is desirable to assume that languages differ in such a fundamental property like the
locality domains for movement.
I will pursue another solution that (i) neither needs to weaken the Strict Cycle Condition nor (ii) needs to invoke strongly representational constraints
(evaluated at the end of the derivation), nor (iii) postulates different locality domains in different languages. I assume that wh-movement always goes
through SpecT, in all the languages discussed above (for the same assump-
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tion cf. Chomsky 2005, Gallego 2006, see also Müller 2004 and references
cited there). This is needed to account for feeding in Romance-type languages
and since languages do not vary in this property, it must hold for languages
of the Icelandic B-type as well (and the data from this dialect are thus indeed opaque). As with the variation in AAE languages, I propose that crosslinguistic variation is accounted for by reordering of operation-inducing features on a head. In contrast to Icelandic B, the EPP and the edge feature are
ordered before the probe feature in T in Icelandic A and Romance/Greek, cf.
(30).
(30)

Order of features on T in Icelandic A:
T { [●D●], [●X●] ≻ [∗ϕ∗] }

As a consequence, the experiencer, whether it is a wh-experiencer or not,
moves early to SpecT and does not intervene anymore at the point when T
probes. In Icelandic B, the two IM triggers align differently with respect to
the probe feature, which gives rise to opacity. In this way, the transparent
(Romance, Icelandic A) and opaque (Icelandic B) interactions of Merge and
Agree in the two types of languages can be accounted for in a uniform way.
The only difference between them is the order of operation-inducing features
on a head that triggers more than one operation – a purely lexical property.
Languages do not differ in the constraints that determine the size of locality
domains (like the PIC). The approach has the additional advantages that standard locality constraints are obeyed to and that the strongly representational
version of the MLC as proposed in Anagnostopoulou (2003) can be avoided
in a strictly derivational system.9
9

Fabian Heck has pointed out to me that if the intervention of the dative experiencer in the
present analysis is computed on the basis of an MLC-like constraint, the MLC would still have
a representational residue because it evaluates the distance of two potential goal XPs relative
to the T head, i.e., the TP must be scanned to see which goal is closer to T; however, this
version of the MLC is arguably of a weaker type because it is evaluated before the derivation is
complete, in contrast to the strongly representational version discussed in the main text. Note
that the portion of the derivation that needs to be accessible to evaluate intervention can be
further reduced if a probe simply targets the first available goal in its c-command domain and
if the dative experiencer actually counts as a potential goal which can, however, not value the
probe (as has been suggested in the literature on defective intervention, see Preminger 2011
for an overview of relevant accounts). As a consequence, the probe stops searching as soon as
it finds the experiencer in its c-command domain and does not access material that is lower
down in the structure.
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To summarize, the Icelandic B data are not only opaque when looking at the
surface position of the experiencer relative to the T head; they are also opaque
when looking at the TP (before the derivation is complete): The experiencer is
in SpecT, regardless of whether it checks the EPP or an edge feature in this position, but movement of the experiencer to SpecT has different consequences
for Agree. Hence, Agree and Internal Merge interact opaquely.
4.3.

(Counter-)Bleeding: Possessor Case and Agreement in Hungarian

4.3.1. Data and Rule Interactions
In this subsection I will present another instance of counter-bleeding. In contrast to the two previous instances of opaque interactions of Merge and Agree,
the Agree relation will result in case valuation instead of ϕ-agreement.
The phenomenon that shows opacity in this respect is the case marking of
the possessor in Hungarian. In Hungarian, the possessor precedes the possessum and the possessum agrees in ϕ-features with the possessor. The possessor
exhibits a case split: It can bear either nominative or dative, cf. (31). As argued
in Szabolcsi (1994), the two possessors occupy different structural positions:
the dative possessor is in an operator position within the DP, which is taken to
be SpecD. It is moved to that position from a lower position that is associated
with nominative case. Evidence for this analysis comes from two facts: (i) the
dative possessor precedes the D element a(z) whereas the nominative possessor follows this element (cf. (31-a) vs. (31-b)); (ii) only the dative possessor
can be extracted out of the DP, cf. (32). As long as the possessor is not to undergo movement out of the DP, the choice between a nominative and a dative
possessor is optional. Finally, note that both the dative and the nominative
possessors precede a special class of determiners like ‘each’, cf. (31-c).
(31)

Possessors in Hungarian:
a. (a) Mari
kalap-ja
the Mari.nom hat-poss.3sg
‘Mari’s hat’
b. Mari-nak a kalap-ja
Mari.dat the hat-poss.3sg
‘Mari’s hat’
c. a te
valamenyi tiik-od
the you.nom each
secret-poss.2sg
‘your every secret’
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Extraction data:
a. Mari-nak nem ismert-em [t′ t növér-é-t]
Mari.dat not knew-1sg
sister-poss.3sg-acc
‘I never knew any sister of Mari’
b. *Mari
nem ismert-em [t′ t növér-é-t]
Mari.nom not knew-1sg
sister-poss.3sg-acc
‘I never knew any sister of Mari.’

With this empirical background, I make the following assumptions about the
structure of the DP in Hungarian, illustrated in (33): The possessor (Poss) is
merged as a sister of of N (the possessum) for reasons of theta-role assignment
(cf. Delsing 1998, de Vries 2006, Georgi and Salzmann 2011). Determiner elements like ‘each’ are merged on top of NP, i.e., NP is the sister of Det. In
order to derive the surface order Poss > Det, the possessor must move to the
specifier of a functional projection above Det. I take this to be the projection
of the functional head n. n has a trigger for this movement, represented as
[●D Poss ●] in what follows. In addition, n assigns dative case to the possessor
and thus bears a case probe [∗dat∗]. The nominative is not assigned to a possessor; rather, it is the default value instantiated on a possessor if it does not
Agree in case with n. Finally, D has a feature that triggers movement of the
possessor to SpecD, but only if it bears dative case: [●Dd at ●] (recall that only dative possessors occupy SpecD, nominative possessors stay in the lower Specn
position, preceding Det but following D elements).
(33)

Structure of the Hungarian DP:
[ DP ◻ [ D’ D [ nP Poss [ n’ [ NP Det [ N’ ⟨Poss⟩ N]] n ]]]]
Move

Move

The following interactions between Agree and Merge arise in the DP: Movement of Poss to Specn is obligatory since all possessors precede Det. Movement to this position may bleed dative case assignment by n, resulting in default nominative case on the possessor. Opacity arises when looking at the
nP: Assuming that any Poss must go through Specn, both dative and nominative possessors occupy the same position, but with different consequences for
case Agree: In one case dative assignment is bled by movement to Specn; in
the other case, however, dative assignment does take place although Poss is in
the same position Specn, an instance of counter-bleeding.
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4.3.2. Analysis
Again, the bleeding and the counter-bleeding case can be distinguished by
their trigger: If the possessor ends up with nominative (dative assignment is
bled), it stays in Specn; Specn is thus its final landing site. If, however, the
possessor moves on to SpecD (dative possessors), Specn is only an intermediate landing site for the possessor. Intermediate movement steps are triggered by an edge feature on n, whereas final movement steps are triggered by
[●D Poss ●] on n. The opacity effect can be derived if the final movement step
applies before Agree and the intermediate movement step applies after Agree.
n-Poss-Agree in ϕ-features is not influenced by the case of the possessor, there
is always full agreement in ϕ-features. Since ϕ-agreement is never bled by the
movement of the possessor, this suggests that it applies before any movement
operation has applied. The ϕ-probe on n thus always finds the possessor as a
goal in its c-command domain.10 The order of features on n is given in (34):
(34)

Order of features on n:
n { [∗ϕ∗] ≻ [●DPoss ●] ≻ [∗c:dat∗] ≻ [●X●] }

This order has the following consequences (for the sake of clarity, ϕ-Agree is
not indicated, it applies first and always results in valuation of the ϕ-probe):
If the possessor ends up with nominative in Specn, its movement is driven
by the [●DPoss ●] on n. This operation applies early, cf. (35-a). Afterwards,
n triggers dative assignment, but since the proper goal, the possessor, is no
longer in n’s c-command domain, it cannot be assigned dative case, cf. (35-b).
The result is default nominative valuation.11 Finally, D is merged with nP. Since
10

Note that this is also evidence for the separation of case- and ϕ-Agree in Hungarian since the
two apply at different points in the derivation. See also Marantz (1991), Bobaljik (2008), Baker
and Vinokurova (2010), Keine (2010), Preminger (2011) among others for this conclusion.
11
One might wonder why n cannot assign dative case to the possessum which is in its ccommand domain. It does not bear a case value at that point of the derivation (and is thus
not inactive) since its value is determined by the external head that selects the whole DP. Note
that this is a very general question: Often, the possessor case is assumed to be assigned by a
head that has both the possessor and the possessum in its c-command domain. It is unclear
why it targets the possessor and not the possessum, a problem that a number of approaches
face. See Georgi and Salzmann (2011) for extensive discussion and a number of references to
papers that encounter the same question with respect to the possessor doubling construction
in German. The following solutions come to mind: (i) Case assignment is tied to XPs and not
to heads; (ii) dative assignment is tied to a specific property of the possessor DP, e.g. its thematic role; (iii) case stacking: n assigns dative to N, but in addition N is assigned the case from
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the possessor does not bear dative, it cannot be attracted to SpecD by the
feature [●Dd at ●] on D. This feature is deleted by default.
(35)

Nominative possessor:
a. Step 1: EPP-movement of Poss to Specn, EPP discharged:
[ nP Poss [ n’ n [●DPoss ●]≻[∗c:dat∗] [ NP Det [ N’ t N]]]]
Move
b.

Step 2: Agree initiated by n fails, default case on Poss, case-probe
discharged:
[ nP Poss [ n’ n[●D●]
////// ≻[∗c:dat∗] [ NP Det [ N’ t N]]]]
*Agree

Dative possessors move after n initiated case Agree because this movement
is triggered by an edge feature.12 First, n probes. finds the possessor in its
c-command domain and assigns it dative case, cf. (36-a). Afterwards, the possessor undergoes movement to Specn, cf. (36-b). This movement comes too
late to cause bleeding since Agree applied earlier. Finally, the dative possessor
is moved to SpecD triggered by [●Dd at ●]. This step is not indicated in (36).
(36)

Dative possessor:
a. Step 1: Agree, n assigns dative to Poss, case-probe discharged:
[ nP n [∗c:dat∗]≻[●X●] [ NP Det [ N’ Poss N]]]
✓Agree
b.

Step 2: Edge-feature-driven Internal Merge of Poss to Specn:
[ nP Poss n [∗c:dat∗]
///////// ≻[●X●] [ NP Det [ N’ t N]]]
Move

the external head that selects the DP. Only the case assigned by the external head is realized in
the postsyntactic morphological component, cf. Moravcsik (1995), Bejár and Massam (1999),
Merchant (2006), Assmann, Edygarova et al. (2013).
12
As with wh-movement of the experiencer in Icelandic where wh-Exp does not check
the EPP on T, the question arises why a (future) dative possessor cannot check the feature
[●D Poss ●] on n. If it did, it would move early and bleed dative case assignment. I do not have
an answer to this question. In contrast to Icelandic, no other element seems to check that
feature in this configuration.
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The abstract pattern of interaction is identical to the one in AAE languages:
Intermediate movement steps counter-bleed Agree because they apply after
Agree; final movement steps bleed Agree because they apply before Agree.
The only difference between the AAE and possessor case in Hungarian is the
functional head that triggers IM and Agree, as well as the morphological reflex
of the Agree relation. It is head-marking (agreement) in AAE languages and
dependent-marking (case) in Hungarian.

5. Cross-Linguistic Variation
In this section I look at the cross-linguistic variation that the present account
predicts for the AAE, defective intervention and the encoding of possessors. I
will discuss what the attested variation tells us about (i) the extrinsic / intrinsic
dichotomy and (ii) the role of independent principles of the grammar that
have been argued to determine rule ordering.
5.1.

Variation in AAE, Intervention and Possessor Encoding

In section 3 I assumed that the order of operation-inducing features on a head
H that triggers more than one operation is in prinicple free, i.e., languages can
vary in the order of features on H; it is determined language-specifically. Reordering of the features thus predicts a certain range of variation. If a head
triggers Agree (in ϕ-features in (37)) as well as intermediate and final movement steps, represented by [●X●] and [●F●], respectively, we expect four permutations (ignoring the order between the two types of IM triggers when they
both apply before or after Agree because in that case, their order cannot be determined by the presence or absence of the morphological reflex caused by
the Agree relation):
(37)

Permutations of a probe feature and the two types of IM triggers:
a. [●F●], [●X●] ≻ [∗ϕ∗]
(transparent)
b. [∗ϕ∗] ≻ [●F●], [●X●]
(transparent)
c. [●F●] ≻ [∗ϕ∗] ≻ [●X●]
(opaque)
d. [●X●] ≻ [∗ϕ∗] ≻ [●F●]
(opaque)

In (37-a) and (37-b) internal Merge and Agree interact transparently: Both
types of IM feed or bleed Agree because they apply before or after Agree. The
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interaction of Agree and internal Merge in (37-c) and (37-d) is opaque because
one type applies before and the other after Agree; as a consequence, one type
feeds or bleeds Agree and the other counter-feeds or counter-bleeds Agree. In
the table in (40) I cross-classified the empirical phenomena discussed in this
paper and the four ordering patterns; the cells are filled with languages that
instantiate the the respective patterns.
The data presented in section 4 are all instances of the pattern in (37-c). In
sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.3, several examples of the pattern in (37-a) have been discussed: The data from Trentino type languages, where both long and short
Ā-movement bleeds ϕ-Agree, and from Icelandic A or Romance-type languages, in which both EPP- and wh-movement of an experiencer cause feeding, served as an argument for (i) reordering of operation-inducing features
in the first place, and (ii) for SpecC and SpecT as intermediate landing sites
for long Ā-movement, respectively. I take it to be accidental that I did not find
an instance of this pattern for possessor case/agreement.
Another instance of this pattern with possessor extraction can be found in
other Uralic languages (cf. Nikolaeva 2002) for ϕ-Agree instead of case Agree:
In Nentes (Samoyedic branch of the Uralic languages), for example, it is not
the case value of the possessor that varies with final or intermediate movement
of the possessor but ϕ-Agree between the possessor and the possessum that
shows the same sensitivity to the type of possessor extraction: There is overt
agreement with so-called internal possessors but not with external possessors:
(38)

Nenets (Nikolaeva 2002):
a. tyuku˚ Wata-h ti
this
Wata-gen reindeer
‘this reindeer of Wata’
b. *tyuku˚ Wata-h te-da
this
Wata-gen reindeer-3sg
‘this reindeer of Wata’
c. Wata-gen tyuku˚ te-da
reindeer-3sg
Wata-gen this
‘this reindeer of Wata’

External possessors pattern with dative possessors in Hungarian in that they
precede the D element and can be extracted out of the DP; internal possessors pattern with nominative possessors in Hungarian in that they follow the
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D element and cannot be extracted out of the DP. The case of the possessor
is constant; it always bears genitive, regardless of the IM type it undergoes.
Nenets is thus very similar to Hungarian. The only difference is that in Nenets
it is head-marking (agreement on the possessor) that reflects the difference between the two IM types, whereas in Hungarian is is dependent-marking (case
on the possessor). The Nenets pattern is derived if the ϕ-probe and the case
probe on n in Hungarian are interchanged:
(39)

Order of features on n in Nenets:
n { [∗c:gen∗] ≻ [●DPoss ●] ≻ [∗ϕ∗] ≻ [●X●] }

As a consequence of this order, the possessor will always be assigned genitive
because it is still in the base position when the case probe on n searches for
a goal. Final movement to Specn applies before ϕ-Agree and thus bleeds it;
hence, internal possessors do not show agreement on the possessum. External
possessors that use Specn only as an intermediate landing site move after ϕAgree initiated by n and thus counter-bleed ϕ-Agree – this is also an instance
of the pattern in (37-c).
Another instance can be found in Selkup (Samoyedic branch of the Uralic
languages). Selkup exhibits a combination of the Hungarian and the Nenets
system because head-marking and dependent-marking are both sensitive to
the IM type of the possessor: Internal possessors neither have an overt case
marker nor do they trigger agreement; external possessors bear an overt case
marker (locative) and trigger agreement. This is derived under the order in
(40) where both Agree operations apply in between final and intermediate
movement:
(40)

Order of features on n in Selkup:
n { [●DPoss ●] ≻ [∗ϕ∗], [∗c:loc∗] ≻ [●X●] }

Next, consider the pattern in (37-b). There are examples of this pattern for
all three phenomena discussed in this paper. With respect to AAE, there are
languages where subject-verb-agreement is not bled by any type of IM. In
German or English, for example, there is always full subject-verb-agreement
under short and long subject Ā-extraction. As for defective intervention, Sigurðsson and Holmberg (2008) describe a third dialect of Icelandic, Icelandic
C, which instantiates this abstract pattern: Neither type of experiencer movement feeds Agree between T and the lower subject DP (with respect to number
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agreement; on person agreement in defective intervention environments see
footnote 6). We have already seen this pattern in the discussion of possessor
case in Hungarian: Recall that ϕ-Agree between the possessor and the possessum, which I take to be mediated by n, is never bled by any type of IM of the
possessor. This suggests that both IM types apply after ϕ-Agree (cf. (34)) with
the possessor in the c-command domain of n has taken place.
Interestingly, the pattern in (40-d) does not seem to be attested for any of
the three phenomena. This will be further discussed in the next subsection.
Finally, note that the attested variation sheds new light on the timing of
the insertion of edge features: Chomsky (2000, 2001) suggests that edge features are inserted once a head is inactive, i.e., once it has discharged all of
its operation-inducing features. The edge feature, if present on a head H,
is thus the last feature that is discharged on H. In contrast, Müller (2010a)
proposes that edge features are inserted as long as the head H is still active;
edge features are immediately discharged after their insertion, the remaining
operation-inducing features on H are discharged afterwards. The former proposal rules out the patterns in (37-a) and (37-d) where a head H triggers operations after the edge feature has been discharged; the latter proposal is at
odds with the pattern in (37-c) because the edge feature must have been inserted on the head H after all other operation-inducing features on H have
been discharged, i.e., at a point where H was already inactive. Since these
patterns are attested, we can conclude that either languages differ in the timing of edge feature insertion (some add edge features only to inactive heads
and some only to active heads) or that we need a more flexible approach to
edge feature insertion that allows for early as well as late insertion. I will not
choose between these options and I will also not develop the second option
here; I merely point out the relevance of the attested orderings in (37) to this.

AAE

Poss

(both IM types bleed
Agree)

(neither IM type feeds
Agree)
Hungarian (ϕ-Agree)
(neither IM type bleeds
Agree)

(IM types have different effects)
Hungarian (case)
?
Nenets (ϕ-Agree)
(IM types have different effects)

On variation in
(i) the AAE see Ouhalla (1993), Richards (1997), Ouali (2008), Phillips (2001) and references cited there.
(ii) intervention effects see Boeckx (1999), Anagnostopoulou (2003), Sigurðsson and Holmberg (2008).
(iii) possessor case/agreement see Nikolaeva (2002) and references cited there.
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Interv.

pattern (37-a)
Trentino
Fiorentino
Ibibo
(both IM types bleed
Agree)
Icelandic A
Romance
(both IM types feed
Agree)
?

Predicted and attested patterns:
pattern (37-b)
pattern (37-c)
pattern (37-d)
German
Celtic
?
English
Berber
...
(neither IM type bleeds (IM types have differAgree)
ent effects)
Icelandic C
Icelandic B
?
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5.2.

An Unattested Pattern (?)

The pattern in (37-d) that is predicted by the present analysis does not seem
to be attested for any of the phenomena I have looked at. This might be accidental but I think it is striking that the same gap exists for three different
empirical phenomena. What is more, it has been stated explicitly in the literature on the AAE that the reverse pattern has never been found, i.e., a language
in which long Ā-movement of the subject bleeds subject-verb-agreement but
short Ā-extraction does not (Ouhalla 1993).13 Similarly, there exist three different Icelandic dialects, but apparently there is no dialect that exhibits the fourth
pattern. I have never encountered an example of this pattern in the considerable literature on intervention effects. It remains to be seen whether this gap
also exists for other phenomena. But given that it seems to be unattested for
AAE and intervention, I assume that it does indeed reflect a property of the
grammar and I will make a proposal as to what it might be.
I hypothesize that the absence of the fourth pattern is due to Specificity (for
application of this concept to syntax see Sanders 1974, Pullum 1979, Lahne
2008b, van Koppen 2005) which states that more specific rules apply before
less specific rules. With respect to operation-inducing features this means that
the more specific IM-triggering feature is discharged before the less specific
one. I suggest that non-edge features that trigger final movement steps are
more specific than edge-features that trigger intermediate movement steps.
The reason is that non-edge features attract elements of a certain category or
with a certain effect on interpretation (e.g. [●d●], [●wh●], [●top●]), whereas
edge features are categorially underspecified structure-building features that
do not ask for a certain category or interpretative feature on the XP they attract. Hence, an order in which an edge feature is discharged before a nonedge feature, as is the case in the pattern in (37-d), is excluded by Specificity.14
13

Ouhalla (1993: 486): “[. . . ] there is apparently no language which displays the AAE in relation to long extraction but not in relation to short extraction. When there is an asymmetry, it
seems to be invariably the case that the AAE holds in relation to short extraction but not in
relation to long extraction.”
14
If this hypothesis is on the right track, it also predicts that external Merge to SpecH, which is
standardly taken to be triggered by categorially fully specified features, must precede intermediate movement steps to SpecH. Note that this would be incompatible with the Intermediate
Step Corollary presented in Müller (2010b). The interaction of Agree with external vs. internal Merge is beyond the scope of the present paper. I leave it for future reseach to determine
whether this prediction is borne out.
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This principle does not say anything about the order of probe vs. structurebuilding features. So their relative order is free.
5.3.

Extrinsic vs. Intrinsic Ordering

A central question in the debate on rule ordering has always been whether orderings are extrinsic or intrinsic. An order is extrinsic if it must be stipulated
in a language-specific fashion, i.e., two languages can differ solely in the order
of rules. An order is intrinsic if it is determined by independent principles
of the grammar (Chomsky 1965: 223, fn.6).15 From a conceptual point of view,
intrinsic orderings are to be preferred, but the question is whether all orderings are predicted by meta-principles of the grammar. Indeed, Pullum (1979)
claims that all orderings are determined by Universal Principles, i.e., extrinsic
ordering is not necessary. The major principles that Pullum argues to determine rule ordering in syntax (but also in other components of the grammar)
are the following:
(i) Obligatory Precedence Principle (or Immediate Characterization, cf.
Ringen 1972, Perlmutter and Soames 1979)
(ii) Specificity Principle (or Elsewhere Condition, cf. Sanders 1974, Anderson 1969 among many others)
(iii) Cyclic Principle (or the Cycle, cf. Chomsky et al. 1956, Chomsky and
Halle 1968)
The Obligatory Precedence Principle states that obligatory rules apply before
optional rules. This principle is not easily applicable in Minimalism because
in this framework, operation-inducing features must be discharged if the context for the operation is met (cf. Pesetsky 1989, Pesetsky and Torrego 2001,
Preminger 2011). It is only the presence of the feature on a head that can be
optional, but if it is present, the operation it triggers must obligatorily apply. I
will thus disregard this principle in what follows.
15

Pullum (1979: ch.1) criticizes the definition of the terms ‘extrinsic’ and ‘intrinsic’ as introduced in Chomsky (1965). He thus replaces them by the terms ‘parochial’ for extrinsic and
‘universal’ for intrinsic orderings with slightly different defining properties, in particular concerning the question whether languages can differ solely in their order of rules. In what follows,
I will stick to the original terminology because it is more widely used and, as Pullum acknowledges, because these terms have by and large been used in the way that he defines parochial
and universal orderings, and I will do so as well.
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The Specificity Principle demands that more specific operations apply before
less specific operations. The consequences of this principle depend on what
‘specific’ means. It can, for example, refer to the context of a (transformational)
rule: A rule R1 is more specific than a rule R2 if the context of R1 includes the
context of R2 . I have argued in section 5.2 that this principle may account for
the absence of the order in (37-d).
Finally, the Cyclic Principle demands that rules in a lower cyclic domain
apply before all rules in a higher cyclic domain:
(41)

Cyclic Principle:
Any operation to the cyclic domain Dx will precede any operation to
the cyclic domain Dx−1 .

Traditionally, S and NP (= CP and DP in current terminology) are taken to
constitute cyclic domains. Note that the Cyclic Principle does not have anything to say about the order of operations that apply within the same cycle.
Since there are a lot of instances of rules that apply within a single clause and
hence, within the same domain S, McCawley (1984, 1988) proposes to increase
the number of cyclic domains and thereby to maximize the applicability as
well as the predictive power of the Cyclic Principle. McCawley assumes that
every constituent, (i.e. every projection in an incremental model of syntax)
is a cyclic domain.16 As he points out, it is very unlikely under this assumptions that two rules or operations apply within the same cycle. And indeed, he
illustrates that many (if not all) of the orderings that needed to be stipulated
under the original version of the Cyclic Principle are predicted by his stronger
version of the principle. For applications of each of the three principles see
Pullum (1979: ch.1).
With these principles in mind, we can now look at the variation in the order
of probe features and the two types of IM-triggers summarized in (40). I claim
that none of the principles introduced above can account for the full range of
variation that is attested for the AAE, defective intervention effects and the encoding of possessors by case and/or agreement. The reason is that the patterns
in (37-a) and (37-b) are the exact opposite of one another. It is impossible that
16

A similar though not identical proposal is made in Williams (1974). If the Williams cycle is
applied to the inclusion hierarchy that Williams adopts, this yields the same effects as McCawley’s proposal as long as the rules or operations apply within the same clause; for cross-clausal
interactions, the Williams cycle and McCawley’s version of the Cyclic Principle make different
predictions.
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any principle predicts one order of features as well as the opposite. Note that
this point is independent of the existence of the pattern in (37-d); even if only
3 out of the four predicted patterns are attested, no principle predicts all three
of them.
Let me go into some more details. As indicated above, the Obligatory Precedence Principle is not applicable at all in a minimalist framework. As for the
Specificity Principle, it may be able to distinguish between the two types of
IM triggers in terms of specificity and thereby account for the absence of a
pattern, but I do not see how it could distinguish between probe features and
structure-building features in this respect. A probe and a structure-building
feature (which is not an edge feature) do not seem to be of a different degree
of specificity in any sense of this term. And even if one would find a property relative to which the two features have a different degree of specificity,
the Specificity Principle would predict an order of the two features, but at the
same time it would exclude the reverse order. As pointed out above, this is
problematic given that both the patterns in (37-a) and (37-b) are attested.
The Cyclic Principle, which is the principle that has been said to be predict
most of the rule orderings in syntax, does also not predict all of the attested
patterns in (40). Obviously, in its original form with only S and NP nodes being cyclic domains, it cannot determine the orderings of operation-inducing
features because all of the operations triggered by a single head H apply in the
same S (CP) and NP (DP) cycle, respectively. Crucially, this also holds under
McCawley’s stricter version with every projection being a cyclic domain. Note
that the cases in which a single head triggers more than one operation are exactly of the type that McCawley said would be rare, if not inexistent. Under
one interpretation of McCawley’s version of the principle, they do apply in
the same projection. However, there are indeed two possible interpretations
of McCawley’s Cyclic Principle: Agree and Merge apply (i) either in the same
cycle (H’) or (ii) Agree applies in a lower cycle than IM (H′ vs. HP).17 When
looking at the point of the derivation where a head H that triggers Agree and
IM is merged, the H′ projection is created and any of the operations that is triggered by H applies within this projection, i.e., they apply in the same cycle, cf.
interpretation (i). However, one could also argue that Agree and IM apply in
different cycles, cf. interpretation (ii): Since Agree applies under c-command,
17

I thank Gereon Müller for pointing out to me this ambiguity in the interpretation of McCawley’s version of the Cyclic Principle.
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it will only affect the H′ constituent, whereas IM, when looking at the output
of Merge, led to the projection of the HP and could thus be assumed to apply within HP. But under neither of these two interpretations does the stricter
version of the Cyclic Principle predict the full range of attested variation: If interpretation (i) is assumed, the Cyclic Principle does not make any predictions
because the operations apply in the same cyclic domain; thus, the principle is
too weak. If one adopts interpretation (ii), Agree is wrongly predicted to always apply before IM, but the reverse order is also attested, cf. (40); in this
second case, the principle is too strong. Thus, the Cyclic Principle also does
not predict the full range of orders of operation-inducing features, not even
under the stronger version with every projection being a cyclic domain.
The conclusion is that none of three principles allows for all the attested
orderings. Some principles do not make any predictions at all, whereas
others prohibit orders that are attested. Hence, extrinsic language-specific
(parochial) ordering of the operation-inducing features is needed after all.

6. Conclusion
In this paper I have argued for a more fine-grained approach to the order of
elementary operations: Merge not only needs to be ordered with respect to
Agree; rather, one must distinguish between (at least) two different types of
(internal) Merge because one type applies before and the other after Agree.
Evidence for this split of internal Merge into two types comes from the observation that in some languages, if a head H triggers IM and Agree, IM has
different consequences for Agree initiated by H, although on the surface the internally merged XP always occupies the same structural position SpecH. The
behaviour of an internally merged XP with respect to its effect on the Agree
relation can be predicted by the nature of the landing site: If SpecH is a final landing site for XP in a movement chain, XP movement feeds or bleeds
Agree; if, however, SpecH is an intermediate landing site for XP, XP movement has the opposite effect, i.e., it counter-feeds or counter-bleeds Agree by
H. If intermediate and final landing sites have different kinds of triggers, the
opacity can be derived by a different ordering of the two IM triggers relative
to Agree: Intermediate movement steps are triggered by edge features and apply after Agree; final movement steps are triggered by non-edge features and
apply before Agree. The pattern that arises from this ordering is that edge-
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feature-driven IM of XP has the same effect on the Agree relation by H as if
XP is not moved at all.
The analysis has the following general implications: (i) It presupposes a
strictly derivational model of syntax. (ii) The variation predicted through reordering of operation-inducing features is indeed attested, except for one gap.
I have proposed that this gap may be due to Specificity. (iii) The attested orderings provide evidence for the need of extrinsic ordering: None of the principles that have been proposed to determine the order of rules (or: operations)
can predict the full range of variation. Most of the principles are too strong,
disallowing certain attested orderings; the strict version of the Cyclic Principle
proposed by McCawley (1988) is arguably too weak, making no predictions
at all. (iv) Variation in defective intervention effects provides evidence that
movement to SpecC goes through SpecT.
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